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Executive Summary

Siiqqee Women’s Development Association (SWDA) has got land (an empty space) at Daleti which is approximately 2-3 hectares from the then kebele Gebere Mahaber in year 2004. The action took place at a time when SWDA approached the kebele to introduce its women socio-economic empowerment program.

At that time, the local administration was requested to identify poor women resided in the area, however, the kebele gave priority for construction of water since the major problem of women in the was shortage of water. Based on the request and priority of the community SWDA allocated small fund from American Jewish World Service and constructed two reservoirs for rain-water storage. The name of these two kebeles are Daleti Newso (06) and Selam Daleti. The reservoir at Selam Daleti was completed and handed over to 30 organized women groups with start-up capital for horticulture production. The women used the land and the water reservoir for Income Generating Activities (IGA) that helps them and their families to generate income.

On the other hand, the reservoir at Daleti Newsso is under the management of SWDA and the place since then and the area is named as ‘‘Daleti Ecological Garden’’. The place is found on Buta Jira road behind Origin Water factory that is 19km far from Addis Ababa city. The area is protected by temporary fence and training center and guest house constructed and furnished. One project officer, 4 guards and one agricultural extension worker were employed, different kinds of indigenous and ornamental trees planted. Some four class room shads were constructed and 10 modern beehives placed and demonstration sites for vegetable production prepared.

In this project period report some major activities have been accomplished in the center. To mention horticultural production and different trainings for the target beneficiaries have been done. These trainings are: Tree Seedling production, modern fuel Stove saving work, Production of Organic Vegetables (Horticulture) and cattering. In this training some 46 girls participated and completed their trainings. The training was conducted for each team of (3
teams) for 5 days which includes theoretical training and practical Tree seedling production and Enterpreneurship/BBS/ training.

The installation of electric power for the center is on process and now the cost estimation has been done and the installation of poles is on preparation.

In this reporting period the total budget expensed is ETB 32,000 for the trainees of girls, trainers fee, refreshment, and stationery. The project activities are accomplished as per the plan action of the project. The project plan will continue organizing girls in self-help group for their own income generating purposes and follow up. The center electricity installation will be followed in the next project period.
Daleti Ecological Garden Report

1. Major Activities Accomplished

Activities 1. Selecting of 50 girls With Collaboration of 06 kebele

1.1) We are selecting 50 girls in coming poor family and unemployment together collaboration of 06 kebele in essential crieteria of SWDA. The chairman of 06 kebele is giving supporter letter for all of 50 girl

1.2) Accordingly, 50 girls after selecting for the problem of COVID 19 all selected girls the taken one hall training is not good for the COVID19. So the solution is first round 25 girls is trainers in date of 21/4/2021/-25/4/2021, for 5 days Enterpreneurship (BBS) training. Also the second round 21 girls is trainers in the date of 28/4/2021-2/4/2021 for 5days Enterprinership(BBS) training. 4 girls is registred but not attend the training absent. Totally 46 girls are trainers in 2 round. After we are finished 2 training, selected 6 commite the coordinator of 46 womens. Then all of the trainers organize by grouph of doing work field.

1) 20 girls is organized production on Tree seedling
2) 14 girls is organized production on fuel saving stove
3) 10 girls is organized on cattering

Activities 2. Income Generation Work

2.1) Production of Organic Vegetables (Horticulture)

The production of organic vegetable is working by deposite erosion water in Irrigation canal design method on 462 meterskuwer land. So atpresent the production of organic vegetables is now on good condition.

1. Spinach (kosta)
2. Redstem
3. Onion
4. GreenPaper
5. Potato
6. Cabbage
7. Karot
8. Tomato
Accordingly, to this 8 types through unique to match the Daleti Ecological Garden land is 5 vegetables, this vegetables is,

1. Spinach
2. Tomato
3. Potato
4. Redstem (kesir)
5. Onion

1) The Spinach (kosta) is starting income to the Daleti Ecological Garden Organization of SWDA. We are selling 305 birr Organic Vegetable of Spinach. Then another 3 Organic Vegetables is good, but not as more than the 5 vegetables organic production.

Activities 3. Build ditch to protect the land from flood

3.1) The work of build ditch to protect the land from flood is 33 meter Constructed by stone in this month.

Activities 4. Prepare Tree Seedling production nursery site of land

4.1) Fortify nursery site 100 (one hundred meter skuwer) in by wood

4.2) Cleaning land area to the work it girls theoretical and practical on tree seedling production

Activities 5. Meeting of the Work

Meeting (diagnosis) the past work with employee of Daleti Ecological Garden male 5 female 1 total 6 for one day. Therefore the Strength and shortage of work at upto now we are diagnosis and taken future direction of work. Furthering choose one employee Coordinator of Guard Daleti Ecological Garden Office.

2. The Project Outcome Achieved

Activities 1. Selecting of 50 girls with collaboration of 06 kebele and the training of girls Outcome Achieved is,

3.1) The selection of 50 girls we are selecting with collaboration of 06 kebele out come achieved is the selected women’s is finding criteria of SWDA, this is outcome achieved for we are future work.

3.2) Selected women’s is perfectly following without absent 5 days the taken Enterprenership(BBS) training.
3.3) When the trainer girls during of training not full confidence for working any thing equal to men thus, after we are training the girls is full confidence to obtain.

**Activities 2. Income Generation work Outcome Achieved**

2.1) The production of organic vegetables is beforehand not unknow Sebeta city area. But now after we are working organic vegetables production earn popular, so this is good advantage for our organization name.

2.2) Another advantage production of organic vegetables outcome is the daleti ecological garden land is before not kind of vegetables morethan its good anonymous, but now 5 vegetables is very good productive.

2.3) Accordgly, the 06 kebele collaboration is previously not good attitude to daleti ecological of SWDA land, but now after we are working this organic production to look aspected and encourage to our organization of SWDA.

2.4) We are starting selling of organic vegetables production for example, Spinach (kosta) selling 305 birr upto know. this work is started in come to the our office.

**Activities 3. Build ditch to protect the land from food**

The work of Build ditch from flood Outcome Achieved is,

3.1) The flood at raining season destroyed land and seeds, but now after construction of the ditch turn off (culverted) water flood to the farmland of irrigation.

**Activities 4. Prepare Tree Seedling production (nursery) site land**

The Outcome Achieved for this work is,

4.1) Selected Women’s is whether practices on selected area of Tree seedling production.

4.2) The place of Tree seedling production land previously we are working fortify and cleaning during starting of production, this work is more advantage the wildlife as not eating the seeds.

**Activities 5. Meeting of the Work**

The meeting with employee in by end of month Outcome Achieved( Advantag) is,

1. The employee of Daleti Ecological Garden is previously lack of the work job diescription, after we are meeting all of the employee is commited in to your work then, work it irrigation land, nourishment seeds, drinking water vegetables by program and etc…
2. Interest and Opinion of the work employee is very increased.
3. The guard of the compound/Office/ of Daleti Ecological Garden is very strong after we are meeting.

3. **Challenges and Measures Taken**

5.1) Drought (dehydration) of the water for one month this is abuse we are product vegetables therefore to this challenge our taken measurement is purchasing water to outside then drinking vegetables for doing this work we are successful.
5.2) The work of selecting girls with collaboration of structure 06 kebele outcome obtain for we are working. This is good advantage for we are organization for future work.

4. **Lessons Learned**

We are many lessons and learned on our working
6.1) Before we are starting work the farmland of daleti is which? One of vegetables taken more productive not understanding or unless but presently we are noticing 5 vegetables.
6.2) The Employee worker (Guard) of daleti ecological garden past year not interested for the work of our organization, but now after we are meeting every work doing in by program.
6.3) All of activities work ask our commitment, so any work is doing every time, if we are committed employee worker of SWDA? This is very good lessons and learn to me the work of past time.

5. **The Future Plan**

7.1) 30 days Theoretical and practical Training on Tree seedling production for 20 girls
7.2) 30 days training on fuel saving stove for 20 girls
7.3) 90 days Training on catering for 10 girls
7.4) Established Oromo Women’s Cultural/Museum
7.5) Installation of Electric power
7.6) Legalize the land
7.7) Construction of animal shade
6. Different Photos Expressing Major Activities

8.1 First round 25 girls Trainer 21/4/2021/-25/4/2021, for 5 days Enterpreneurship (BBS) Training of Photo place Daleti Ecological Garden.
8.2 Second round 21 girls is trainers in the date of 28/4/2021-2/4/2021 for 5days Entrepreneurship (BBS) Theoretical and Practical Training Photo.
8.3 Different Production of Organic Vegetables (Horticulture)

8.4 Build ditch of to protect the land from the flood

8.5 Period of water Drought (dehydration)
Sebeta Construction Site Report

1. Major Activities Accomplished
   1.1) The Sebeta construction site water line is before disappeared. But we are negotiate with sebeta wataer Office, then the line of water is now working
   1.2) Facilitate significant materials for construction work. For example cement

2. The project Outcome Achieved
   2.1) Activities 1 above explained work is as, Outcome Achieved for Our construction work quality accomplished, the speed of construction increased.
   2.2) Above 40 unemployed humans Rogge/07kebele/ alive area is acquired work opportunity on Sebeta construction project.

3. Challenges and Measures Taken
   3.1) On the period of our construction, encounter the problem of cement. Then for this problem (challenges) we are taken written supported letter to the Sebeta City Trade Office then now the problem is solved, the work of construction is continue.

4. Leassons Learned
   4.1) We are learned any work with working the structure of Sebeta city government is success for our work.

5. The Future Plan
   5.1) Established different kind of plantaion
   5.2) Build grass house the place of customer rest
   5.3) Accomplished construction the period of time.
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1. For Conistuction work facilitie is water, hence the water line of sebeta consistruction site is before disappeared. But we are negotiated to sebeta water Office as date of 23/3/2021 working line of water, now the water is service.

2. Facilitate significant materials as attempt as quickly finishing Construction in date period and supporting contractor for working of Sebeta construction site SWDA.

3. Protect and drinking water all seeds inside of compound in Sebeta Construction site SWDA.

4. Supported, manage, and follow attentivly employees of Sebeta Construction site of SWDA.